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How can artistic intervention address problems of fluvial damage to landscape while emphasising its natural
beauty? Focusing on the South Pennines, Watershed occupies an area where ecology and aesthetics meet,
its understanding of landscape drawn from interdisciplinary approaches.

Facilitated by a £12,000 Leverhulme residency, Watershed was a culmination of site-specific fieldwork
whose outputs – Upstream (2014), Ripple (2014), and Hebden Water (2016) – entailed working with
professionals from various sectors: scientists from water@Leeds, University of Leeds (UK’s largest centre
for water research); engineers from Yorkshire Water; and local farmers. A meditation on surface and
reflection, Ripple employed fertiliser to etch geometric undulations into vegetation, producing different rates
of growth; Hebden Water (produced with sound artist Paul Ratcliff) was an audio-visual depiction of how
water shapes landscape and culture; while the exhibition Upstream assembled several works exploring the
impact of human activity on water as it issues from its moorland source.

Ripple and Hebden Water were showcased in further exhibitions at the National Trust’s Gibson Mill (2014,
2017), and presented at the conferences ‘Places for Art and Art for Places’ (Hebden Bridge, 2014); and ‘Arts,
Farmers and Philosophers’ (Bowes Museum, Teesdale, 2017). Ripple was commissioned by Yorkshire Water
and Pennine Prospects for the Tour De France’s Grand depart, viewed by 3.5 million spectators. Ripple
featured in The Times (‘Follow the scenic route at this year’s Tour de France’, 10 June) and Yorkshire
Evening Post (‘Artists helping to transform fields into living canvas’, 10 May).

Watershed’s contribution to discourses on land use, water quality and flooding comes from direct
hydrographic experience. By blurring distinctions between the landscape’s aesthetic and ecological
character, it inculcates the mindset required to address a situation in which ‘Climate change projections
suggest the frequency and severity of flooding is likely to increase over the next century’ (IPCC, 2014).
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“The exhibition demonstrated how science can inform art - and how art 
can provide a means of communicating research findings and 
principles/ideas. The artworks resulting from the collaboration really 
engaged with visitors but it was their effect on researchers that was most 
notable with a number of the scientists using the art to help communicate 
the aims of their research: a few were noticeably moved when attending 
the exhibition, resulting in a re-think of how they consider art and its role in 
science. The works exhibited also influenced the physical structure of the 
University of Leeds, with some of the key motifs therein used in the 
interior design of the School of Geography. The collaboration was one of 
the most successful I was involved in whilst co-ordinator of the
water@leeds centre.”

Rebecca Slack, water@leeds coordinator, University of Leeds (2009-2016)



“Trudi’s beautifully poetic works reveal the voice of the site. Her ‘Upstream’ 
exhibition was another fine example of these skills. I loved the dynamic 
video of water, ‘Carbon Flow’ which had an extraordinary effect of being 
both site specific and contained what felt to me like a universal truth about 
water.
‘Stabilise’ managed to create a sense of movement, flow and rhythm using 
hard static materials that occupied space. This is such a difficult thing to 
do because by physically occupying space with her steel forms she 
couldn’t rely on illusion. The fact that ‘Stabilise’ occupied real space gave 
the piece a low toned voice. She combined this with a series of fine curved 
forms scattered over the surface, diving and jumping from the surface 
and creating a lightness, a light voice.”

Jo Fairfax, Public Artist, NESTA fellow.

Feedback from the ‘Places for Art and Art for Places’ Conference part of ‘Upstream’ Exhibition, June 
2014, Birchcliffe Centre, Hebden Bridge. See Appendix



Stabilisation, installed as part of 
the Upstream exhibition, 2014.

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Burn, installed as part of the Upstream exhibition, 2014.

Photography by Trudi Entwistle

Video still of Carbon Flow, installed as part of the Upstream exhibition, 
2014.

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Installation view of Upstream 
exhibition at Gibson Mill, 2014.
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Place for art and Art for Place symposium as part of Upstream 2014

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Video stills of the Upstream exhibition 2014

Php productions, Paul Harris. https://vimeo.com/100509876

https://vimeo.com/100509876


Video stills of the Upstream exhibition 2014

Php productions, Paul Harris. https://vimeo.com/100509876
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Video stills of the Upstream exhibition 2014

Php productions, Paul Harris. https://vimeo.com/100509876

https://vimeo.com/100509876


Ripple Land artwork as part of 
Fields of Vision, Grand Depart. 
May 2014 

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Ripple Land artwork as part of Fields of Vision, Grand Depart. August 
2014 

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Hebden Water, Audio and visual 
installation 2017. 

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Hebden Water

Audio and visual installation

Preview, 2017

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Hebden Water, Audio and visual 
installation 2017. 

Photography by Trudi Entwistle



Hebden Water, (2017) [Audio and visual installation]

Image courtesy of Leeds Beckett University
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Key Dates
Upstream June 28th – July 27th 2014
[Solo exhibition, Gibson Mill, National Trust, as part of Hebden Bridge Art Festival]

Symposium as part of Upstream exhibition
‘Places for Art and Art for Places symposium’ 28th June 2014
Part of Hebden Bridge Arts Festival in collaboration with Landscape and Art Network

Hebden Water 24th June -19th July 2017
Collaborative exhibition with Paul Radcliffe
Gibson Mill, Hardcastle Crags. As part of National Trust, Hebden Bridge Arts Festival.

Ripple, May-Oct 2014
Lower Laithe reservoir, South Pennines, West Yorkshire.
Fields of Vision, Yorkshire Cultural Festival as part of Grand Depart, Tour De France,

Arts Farmers and Philosophers 7-9th Sep 2017. Bowes Museum, Teesdale, funded by Heritage Lottery Fund, Arts 
Council England and the Landscape Research Group.

Funding
Upstream development evolved as part of a Levershulme Artist in Residency grant with water@leeds research unit at 
University of Leeds. £12,000

Email:
t.entwistle@leedsbeckett.ac.uk

http://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/larc

